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ABSTRACT Using an electrostatic model for the pore and membrane region in a gramicidinlike channel, the effect of dipoles located
inside the membrane on the ion transport are analyzed. Calculated energy profiles for different orientations of dipoles show a
predominant influence of their radial components. The results qualitatively agree with experimental measurements of conductance
on different modified gramicidins and allow to understand the important role of polar side chains on ion permeation.
INTRODUCTION
Gramicidin has been used as a model compound for
understanding the motion of ions through cell mem-
branes. However, despite the relative simplicity of its
structure and the wealth of experimental data available,
many difficulties in the interpretation of results have
arisen and basic questions, such as the relative impor-
tance of short- and long-range interactions in the ion
permeation, remain open (Jordan, 1987).
One method for analyzing the molecular mechanisms
by which the peptide interacts with permeating ions
involves the substitution of amino acids in certain
positions. Recent investigations on linear gramicidins
including variants at positions 1, 9, 11, 13, and 15 have
shown an important effect of side chain dipole moments
on the conductance (for reviews, see Andersen et al.,
1987 and Heitz et al., 1988). This poses the question of
how groups that project from the exterior surface of the
helix and are spatially separate from the axis (5-10 A)
are able to determine the channel's conductance.
Thus, the current understanding of the subject sug-
gests the need for a deeper study of the physical
mechanisms underlying the transport and the develop-
ment of models to quantify dipolar effects to explain the
experimental results. Monte Carlo and molecular dynam-
ics simulations, that have been used to analyze electro-
static and dynamic interactions between the ion and the
polypeptide, have provided valuable information but
failed to give quantitatively, and in some cases qualita-
tively, correct predictions, probably in part because they
have not included the long-range macroscopic interac-
tion with the membrane (Jordan, 1988). The electro-
static models which, despite their oversimplification,
have given such good results in related areas (Matthew,
1985), are also valuable in this field. They give regular
energy profiles, showing probably the most relevant
contributions, predict energy barriers of the adequate
order of magnitude to explain the observed conduc-
tances, and make it possible to analyze the influence of
polar residues in a systematic way.
In this paper we present a macroscopic model for the
calculation of the potential profile in an ion channel. It is
based on an integral formulation of the electrostatic
problem similar to that proposed by Levitt (1978) and
improved by Jordan (1982). But our equations are
directly expressed in terms of potentials instead of
charge densities at the interfaces, thus avoiding the
complicated treatment of singularities and allowing the
fulfillment of exact boundary conditions. The model
includes the effect of dipole contributions which repre-
sent approximately the interaction of polar residues with
the ion. The study of the influence of different parame-
ters on the results can help in the understanding of the
transport mechanisms of ion channels.
METHODS
Model parameters
We have chosen the two-dielectric system represented in Fig. 1 a as
the initial model for the Gramicidin. The bulk water and the water
within the channel are assumed to have the same dielectric constant
E, = 80; the membrane and the pore former are also described as a
uniform medium with a dielectric constant E2 = 2. In the three-
dielectric model (Fig. 1 b), a different value has been assigned to the
dielectric constant in the pore region, corresponding to the special
state of water molecules in the vicinity of the ion and channel walls and
immersed in a very strong electric field (Hasted, 1973). The channel
half-width has been taken as h = 12.5 A.
The concept of electrostatic radius has been used to account for the
fact that the polypeptide backbone has a dielectric constant greater
than that of the membrane and so we take r greater than the physical
radius of -2 A (Levitt, 1978). This electrostatic radius could also
account for the barrier reduction effect due to a radial polarization of
the channel walls produced by the peptide bonds. We will study the
effect of varying the value of r on the energy profile. We have also
included a net axial polarization associated with each monomer of 3.8
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FIGURE 1 Cross-section of the cylindrical system used in the model-
ing of a GA channel. (a) The pore region and the water are
represented by the same dielectric constant ,. (b) The channel
interior is characterized by a lower dielectric constant E3.
D (directed to the ethanolamine end), according to the value given by
Heitz et al. (1988), due to the charge distribution in the backbone. On
the other hand, dipole contributions due to the side chains, in variable
positions along the channel length, have been considered.
To retain the rotational symmetry which allows for a relatively
simple treatment, side chain dipole moments have been assumed to be
uniformly distributed along a ring coaxial with the pore. Similarly, the
backbone dipoles are represented as dipolar rings of radius 3.5 A, each
ring located at the midpoint of their respective monomers. It is
convenient to note that the cylindrical symmetry of the interface would
produce, even for a point source, a polarization with a certain angular
distribution, and thus a net interaction dipole-ion not so dependent on
the direction, making our approximation of cylindrical symmetry less
restrictive than it would seem.
Equations for the electrostatic
potential
The electrostatic potential in the channel region is produced by several
sources: the ion, the surface charge distribution on the electrodes, the
dipoles of the amino acid side chains and those associated with the
charge distribution in the backbone, and the polarization of the
dielectric media which is equivalent to a charge distribution along the
phase boundaries.
The solution to an electrostatic problem of this kind can be
approached using a differential formulation or by means of an
equivalent set of integral equations. If the geometry includes several
charged conductors and dielectric media, the following system of
integral equations for the potential can be found (Martinez and
Sancho, 1991),
1 ep Q; ') 1
dv +Id2,Tre-O(i, + K,) R 2'rrE0,(K + )Jsc R
2'rr(i, + i~) sz (K K.) Js dsr) E S (
1 p(') 1 c(P')
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r E SC in contact with the dielectric i,
where R = ji - r'1. Sc represents all the conducting surfaces, Sii is the
interface between the media of dielectric constants K, and Ki, and Vthe
total volume. In the last terms, n' is the normal to the interface S,m
taken from the medium I toward the medium m.
In Eqs. 1 and 2 the first term of the right-hand side gives the
contribution of the space sources (point or volume distributed charges,
dipoles, etc); the second, that of the polarized conductors with charge
density cr(r'), and the third the influence of the dielectric interfaces.
This formulation incorporates boundary conditions through Eq. 2 with
the potential given on the electrodes, and does not enclose singulari-
ties as +(r) is a continuous variable.
For the two-dielectric system of Fig. 1 a, Eqs. 1 and 2 reduce to
2K 1 eU(Q')
K + 1 2rE2(K + 1)Sc R
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~~~Sd11
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where K = EA-2; +, is the source term, including the potential produced
by the ion and the dipoles, in the medium of dielectric constant E,.
For the three dielectric model of Fig. 1 b, a corresponding system
can be obtained with an additional coupled integral equation.
Numerical solution
To obtain a solution to the integral Eqs. 3 and 4 or similar equations
for the case of three dielectric phases, we have applied a moment
method (Harrington, 1968). This technique involves first dividing the
dielectric and conducting boundaries into small elements where the
potential or the charge density are assumed to be approximately
constant. Progressively smaller subareas near the regions where a
rapid variation of these quantities are expected (in the vicinity of the
edges and sources) have been chosen. Thus the integral system is
converted into the following set of algebraic equations
2K k n
i
=
~K+ 1(ri) + Aj4j + a Bijoj, i = 1, k+ ~~j=1 j=k+1 (5)
k n
i = const. = 4)Qr) + 2 Cj+j + Dojaj, i = k + 1, n, (6)
where subelements 1 to k correspond to dielectric interfaces and those
from k + 1 to n refer to conducting ones. In our geometry of Fig. 1 a,
(4)
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the external radius of the membrane surface and the radii of two
electrodes set at +6h, are taken as 12h (a greater length does not
modify appreciably the results). The total number of dielectric and
conducting subelements used are 82 and 24, respectively. Taking
advantage of the configuration symmetry, the number of matrix
coefficients to be computed is halved.
The coefficients A j, Bij, Cij, and Dij are evaluated by means of
analytical expressions based on their physical meanings and the matrix
system is solved by a Crout reduction technique (for details see
Martinez and Sancho, 1991).
Once the system of Eqs. 5 and 6 has been solved, the potential at any
space point can be found by means of an equation formally identical to
Eq. 6.
Transport equations
Two approaches are currently used for relating experimental fluxes to
the structure of the channel: continuum electrodiffusion and reaction
rate theory (see Cooper et al., 1985; Levitt, 1986). We prefer the
continuum Nernst-Planck equations to obtain conductances corre-
sponding to our barrier shapes. Although the rate constants can be
related to the shape of the barriers ([auger, 1982), the continuum
approach may provide a more physical interpretation of the depen-
dence conductance-voltage. Besides, assuming a value of the diffusion
coefficient 10 times less than its bulk value, a simple calculation gives
an estimation of =0.1 A for the mean free length of K+ ions, which
makes it more reasonable to view the translocation of the ion as a
diffusion rather than a jump between binding positions at a distance of
10 A apart without intermediate thermal collisions.
The equation which gives the ion flux is (Levitt, 1986)
Cievl C2ev2
J = DA feudz (7)
where v = e+IkT;D is the diffusion coefficient andA the area available
for the ion; 1 and 2 represent the extreme positions of the ion
trajectory.
They represent the main constraint to the ion passage
along the channel with barriers of =6.5-9 kT. The
continuous curve essentially coincides with results previ-
ously published by Jordan et al. (1989) for the case
of zero ionic strength. The barrier height shows an
important reduction as the pore radius increases. In
subsequent studies, we have used an electrical radius r =
2.8 A. This represents a limit situation in which the
additional dipole contributions modulate the conduc-
tance in a similar way to that experimentally obtained, as
will be seen below.
In Fig. 3, predictions of two- and three-dielectric
models for the image selfenergy, are compared. For the
studied case, the lower dielectric constant within the
pore, E3 = 40, produces a barrier height = 1.5 times
greater than for E3 = E, = 80. The profile is also
constrained inside the pore length, showing a singularity
at z = h, due to the approximation of point charge. In a
more realistic modeling with a finite ion size there would
be a finite barrier corresponding to the difference in
Born charging energies at both sides, with a well slightly
inside the channel producing a binding position for an
ion near the pore mouth.
The high barriers obtained with a lowered dielectric
constant for the water inside the pore do not invalidate
this model. It should be kept in mind that the electrical
radius accounts for the effect of the dielectric constant
of the polypeptide, making this equivalent to a layer of
the medium which fills the pore. It is clear that in the
case E3 = 40, the electrical radius should be greater, thus
lowering the barrier. We have found that a barrier
height of the same order as in the two-dielectric case is
obtained with r = 3.5 A. In addition, the electrostatic
RESULTS
The total potential energy viewed at any position by the
ion has been obtained as the sum of four separate
contributions:
U = e(½/24j + v + 4b + 4) (8)
where the first term is affected by the 1/2 factor as it
represents the image selfenergy due to the dielectric
polarization produced by the ion. 4v is the potential
produced by the applied voltage; 4)b and 4g are the
contributions of the dipole moments associated with the
backbone and side groups, respectively. The computa-
tion of all these contributions is performed separately,
using Eqs. 5 and 6 for each of them. In these equations
4s is the corresponding source term and the electrodes
are placed at 0 V, except in calculating (p,, for which (f, is
null and the electrodes are at + V0.
Image profiles obtained for different radii of the
channel in the two-dielectric model, are shown in Fig. 2.
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FIGURE 2 Image energy profile as a function of the electrical radius
in the two-dielectric model.
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FIGURE 3 Image energy profiles obtained for the two- and three-
dielectric models with an electrical radius of 2.8 A.
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actions on the ion will be in that case less screened,
giving stronger dipole influences. Thus, similar overall
conclusions with respect to the qualitative analysis of
dipole effects can be deduced using either of the models,
with appropriate values of the parameters. For the sake
of simplicity, we will restrict ourselves in the following to
the use of the two phases scheme.
We have studied the contribution g to the potential
profile produced by a single axial dipole ring with
moment + 1D (positive moment means that the positive
end of the dipole is pointing toward the nearest end of
the channel), in different positions along the channel
(Fig. 4 a). When the dipole position shifts to the external
side of the channel, the curve loses its initial symmetry
and surprisingly the negative values of the potential
increase. This effect is due to the influence of the
polarization charges induced on the lateral interface
membrane bulk and are less pronounced for a longer
channel.
For a radial component with moment +1D (positive
end of the dipole pointing away from the axis), the
variation is the opposite as shown in Fig. 4 b: when the
dipole is near the mouth, the minimum of the potential
curve is higher. We note that for the wide range of
positions represented in Figs. 4, a and b, a radial
component of dipole moment is more effective in reduc-
ing (or increasing, for opposite dipole direction) the
barrier than the same value of a z component.
Also, we have studied the influence of the distance of
the dipoles from the channel axis. Figs. 5, a and b, show
the variation of the potential curves with the dipole ring
radius, for a ring at an axial position of 5 A.
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FIGURE 4 Potential created by a dipole ring with a radius of 5 A and
situated at different positions along the channel. (a)p. = + 1D,Pr = 0.
(b)pz = 0'Pr = +1D.
Figs. 6, a and b, depict the contribution (g for a
symmetric channel with dipole ringsp, andpr associated
with each monomer, respectively. It is interesting to
observe that in a position near the center of the channel,
the superposed effects of both dipole z components
which point in opposite directions nearly cancel each
other, whereas the corresponding r components produce
a pronounced minimum. It is also noticeable that the
effect of p, dipoles situated near the channel mouth is
highest just in the middle, with a rather wide profile. The
curves for Pr show two potential minima corresponding
to the dipole positions, except for dipoles close to the
channel center.
The analysis of the Nernst-Planck equation using
Gaussian potential profiles of variable height and width
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FIGURE 5 Variation of the profiles 4g with the radius of the dipole
ring. The source is located at z = 5 A. (a)p, = + 1D,pr = 0. (b)pz = 0,
Pr= +1D.
as test energy functions, shows that a linear I-V charac-
teristic is obtained when the barrier is low and/or
sufficiently narrow. In our case, total energy profiles
obtained from Eq. 8 show variable height and width
depending on applied potentials and dipole magnitudes
and/or orientations. A systematic study has been done,
applying Eq. 7 to these profiles. The integration along z
has been carried out by a standard routine between
electrode positions 1 and 2, situated at +6h, respec-
tively. The analysis of the results gives the following
general features:
(a) High currents are associated with linear or even
sublinear behavior (conductance decreases at high volt-
ages) and low currents with an increase of the conduc-
tance with the applied voltage.
(b) High positive dipole moments, in each of the
-3 - 2 - 1 0
z / h
1 2 3
FIGURE 6 Potential created by two dipole rings with radii of 5 A and
different positions +z along the channel. (a)p2 = + 1D,p, = 0. (b)pz =
°,Pr = +1D.
components r or z, give high currents and linear behav-
ior. If the moment is lowered, the current decreases and
below a certain value the I-V characteristic becomes
nonlinear. In general, for a given value of moment, a
radial orientation produces a higher current than an
axial one, except for positions near the mouth where the
axial contribution dominates.
(c) Axial dipole components in positions + 1 A near
the channel midpoint are nearly ineffective whereas
radial components have an important role in giving high
current and linear characteristics. This could also be
deduced from the analysis of Figs. 6, a and b.
(d) For more external positions (= 4+-7 to + 11.5 ),
shifting positive radial components toward the center of
the channel produces an increase in conductance,
whereas for z components the variation is the opposite.
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This could also be expected from the variation of the
energy profiles in Figs. 4, a and b.
Fig. 7 and Table 1 summarize these characteristics. In
Fig. 7 a calculated conductances for different values and
orientations of dipole moments are shown. The dipole
rings are in all cases situated in representative mean
positions of +8.5 A. They give approximately the same
potential as 10 rings distributed along the channel length
simulating the presence of polar residues (Triptophanes
and Valines). In Fig. 7 b normalized values of conduc-
tance are given for different cases. The effect of the
position of dipole rings of 2.1 D (which represents the
TABLE 1 Channel conductance as a function of the dipole ring
positions, for axial and radial orientations
Conductance
Dipole positions P. = 2.1 D Pr = 2.1 D
±+11.5 9.3 6.2
± 10.0 8.5 7.6
± 8.5 7.7 9.1
± 7.0 7.0 10.7
± 1.0 4.4 14.6
The values are given in the same arbitrary units as in Fig. 7 a.
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FIGURE 7 (a) Conductance vs. the applied voltage for different values
of the dipole moment and orientation. (b) Idem normalized to its value
at 50 mV. The dipolar sources are situated at ±8.5 A and have a radius
of 5 A. 0 is the angle between the dipole moment and the z-axis in the
right-hand side of the channel. The orientation of the left-hand side
moment is given by the reflection of this source with respect to the
plane z = 0.
dipole moment of a Trp residue) on the conductance is
illustrated in Table 1.
To explain the reason for the different conductances,
net profiles corresponding to several dipole moments
and a polarization of 50 mV, have been depicted in Fig.
8. The barrier heights for the cases p = 8.5 D, 0 = 90°
andp = 6.0 D, 0 = 450 are similar; however, the second
has a wider profile giving in consequence a lower
conductance, as was obtained in Fig. 7.
DISCUSSION
In Gramicidin A the residues 9, 11, 13, 15 have a polar
aromatic side group, indol, the remaining residues
having unpolar (or nearly) side groups. Because the first
work on Gramicidin variants by Bamberg et al. (1976),
diverse natural and synthetic analogues with one or
several residues replaced by others of different polarity
have been studied, trying to clarify the action of polar
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side chains on the permeation (Veatch and Stryer, 1977;
Morrow et al., 1979; Heitz et al., 1982; Mazet et al., 1984;
Barret et al., 1986; Daumas et al., 1989; Becker et al.,
1989; Fonseca et al., 1989). For the sake of comparison
with our numerical results, we shall summarize some of
the most important conclusions of these experimental
studies: (a) the bulkiness of the side chains does not
appreciably affect the conductance. The important ef-
fects on the ion transport seem to be almost entirely due
to dipole-ion interactions. (b) There are two basic types
of behaviors: one of them, corresponding to GA and
analogues with high dipole moment, shows a high
conductance, approximately constant with the applied
voltage; the second one gives a much lower voltage-
dependent conductance which implies a nonlinear inten-
sity-voltage characteristic. The transition from one type
to the other is observed when at least three Trps are
replaced by other groups with lower or null dipole
moment. (c) A side chain with high dipole moment value
is not always associated with high current, especially
when the substitution is made at position 1. (d) The side
chains in each of the mentioned positions contribute
differently to the conductance, leading to a lower conduc-
tance when a substitution Trp(2.1D) by Phe(OD) is
made nearer the channel center.
According to the predictions of our model, dipole
moments of the order of magnitude of those assigned to
side chains in GA and analogues molecules, can account
for the important modification of ion permeation exper-
imentally observed and explain the general characteris-
tics a to d. To have energy barriers of appropriate
magnitude, a dipole component associated with the
backbone is necessary. In addition, this component
together with Trp dipole moments are responsible in our
model for the valence selectivity of Gramicidin. Calcula-
tions in a channel without any dipole moment except
that of the backbone give a barrier height of 9.3 kT for a
single charged anion and a conductance of 0.2 at 50 mV
in the arbitrary units of Fig. 7 a, making the channel
ineffective in transporting negatively charged ions. This
interpretation differs from that of Sung and Jordan
(1987). In their study, based upon a conformation of
Koeppe and Kimura (1984), the backbone dipolar mo-
ment used was - 1.7D. They obtained an energy profile
with a minimum for cations and, therefore, a maximum
for anions at the channel entry. Rejection of anions was
a consequence of this large barrier at the mouth. In our
model, the positive moment assigned to the backbone
reduces the central barrier for cations and increases it
for anions; however, the energy profile at the mouths is
not appreciably modified, in spite of the quadrupolar
nature of the configuration (c.f. Fig. 6 a). This is due to
the overall dielectric polarization effect.
At intermediate positions along the channel, the most
favorable orientation of a dipole for high current and
ohmic behavior is - 45°. Quasi-linear I-V characteristics
can be obtained with different dipole moment values
and different orientations (see Figs. 7, a and b). The
experimental I-V curves for Cs' transport in GT, GN9M15,
and GN'1"3 that show linear behavior with different
levels of conductance (Heitz et al., 1988: Fig. 2) are
compatible with our interpretation if a reorientation of
the remaining dipoles accompanies the substitution of
the residues. It is evident that not only the value of
dipole moment but also its orientation is important.
Residues with high moment may produce similar or even
lower conductances than some less polar ones. This is
particularly important for substitutions in position 1
where dipole z components have very little effect.
The dependence on the position mentioned in d
suggests a predominance of radial component of Trp
dipoles in GA. Thus, from Table 1 we can deduce that if
a radial dipole is taken away from positions nearer the
center, a lower conductance will be obtained in agree-
ment with the experimental observation. This is also in
concordance with the fact that r components give higher
conductance than z components as seen in Fig. 7 a. Then
the highest conductance of GA among practically all the
analogues would be due to the lowering of the energy
barrier produced by the dipole moment of Trp residues
pointing in a predominantly radial direction. This con-
flicts with theoretical calculations of in vacuum molecu-
lar structure of GA (Etchebest and Pullman, 1985)
which predict angles of 450 for Trp 15 and 9 dipoles
which attract the ion and nearly axial orientations which
repel it for Trp 11 and 13. However, this configuration
has been questioned on the basis of both experimental
and theorectical results and the fact that the interaction
of the molecule with the lipid membrane and water can
substantially influence the equilibrium conformation
(Heitz et al., 1988; Daumas et al., 1989). In our model
the electrostatic interaction polypeptide membrane has
been treated through the effect of dielectrics and inter-
face polarization. This is one of the most important
conclusions of our work: the screening of some interac-
tions produced by the different dielectric regions can
affect the energy distribution as well as modulate the
electrostatic forces due to polar side chains on the ion in
a way which differs from that expected in a continuous
medium.
Summarizing, we have shown that a macroscopic
model can explain some aspects of the observed behav-
ior in GA and analogues. One may wonder how sensitive
are the results to the choice of model parameters. The
combination chosen for the pore and membrane permit-
tivities, electric radius, dipolar moments of the side
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chains and backbone, and ring radii, has been one
among various possibilities. All these parameters have
interrelated effects. Thus, an increase of the electric
radius reduces the image energy but, at the same time,
diminishes the contribution of the dipolar rings due to
the increased screening of their effect on the channel
axis. However, the range of these variations cannot be
extended too much if it is desired to keep values of
parameters compatible with the accepted structure of
the channel. Thus, the model is certainly sensitive to the
election of the parameters. This is not unexpected
because, in fact, Gramicidin is a system with great
sensitivity to different experimental conditions. It seems
desirable to test further the simulation by applying the
model to other measurements, such as those recently
made on hybrid channels. Work is being done in this
direction.
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